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Love Scenes (18+)
In a country where all races of human
and creature live together, love is
blossoming as people don't worry
about each other's quirks or
appearances. Among them is a clumsy
dullahan who's head over heels about
her track star boyfriend, a confused
boy who questions how to talk to his
mermaid crush, and a cute centaur
wondering how to confess to her
childhood friend. Everyone seems to
be catching the love bug except for
Setsuka, an icy oni who usually gives
humans the cold shoulder. That
changes when a determined, kind
classmate named Eiji confesses his
love to her, lighting a small spark in
her chest. With advice from her
monstrous friends and equally
lovestruck sister, Setsuka's cold heart
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might turn red hot soon enough!
The artist of the best-selling RoomMates is back with a series of searing
hot stories of four gorgeous girlfriends
who aren't afraid to get their feet very
wet. Gambedotti's talent at depicting
irresistibly cute girls with curvy figures
in the abandon of ecstasy only gets
better with this new series.
Graduate-level text provides strong
background in more abstract areas of
dynamical theory. Hamilton's
equations, d'Alembert's principle,
Hamilton-Jacobi theory, other topics.
Problems and references. 1977
edition.
Another new great talent! Sharon
possesses a most unusual power: she
can focus the power of her orgasm to
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zap her enemies into zombies no
matter how far they may be! Her
jealous ex is on a rampage, holding
her secretary hostage. Sharon must
'come' to the rescue!
The Reiwa Women's Swim Team is an
elite program that has broken
numerous records over its prestigious
tenure, but on the other hand, the
Reiwa men's team has been lacking
achievements for years. It's not their
fault, though. They try their best when
competitions happen, but as the
women burst with energy, the guys are
sluggish and slow! There's rumors of a
special advanced program and when a
few guys team up with their fellow
female all stars, these jocks soon
realize they'll be graduating from the
shallow end to adult swim!
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Mya and Janet work at a local coffee
shop where they get into all kinds of
naughty situations! But can they go
beyond the occasional fling and be
something more?Cup O' Love is a
sexy webcomic with Sugar, Cream
and everything Obscene!(Contains
adult themes and NSFW content)
Molly has now graduated high school
and is about to start college but she
has that summer in between, the best
time to let go and get wild! She gets to
play in her very own Manhattan
apartment for the summer every which
way. Her and her buxom naughty pal
get it on with plenty of hot dudes and
girls, including debauching an Asian
girl, and using some unbelievably
huge toys to stretch all openings to the
limit!
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Rin is being bullied at his new school,
and everyone is a Yokai...with a
dick!This 36-page comic explores the
relationship between a human college
student and his female
classmates.Contains Adult themes
including Women with penis and Male
and polyamorous relationships.
All of the 101 sex positions have been
explained at length with clear and vivid
pictures.
The most ghost-filled mansion on
Coney Island has been demolishedand unfortunately, every one of its
spirits has decided that Harley's
hacienda is the hot new hangout to
haunt! It sure is convenient, then, that
Zatanna is currently booked at Big
Tony's cabaret show! It's up to Harley
and Zatanna to convince all of those
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ghosts to move on to the next world
but if you think Harley's got problems
now, just wait until you see the
ectoplasmic baggage these specters
are packing!
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